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Abstract
A method to generalize results from Riemannian Geometry to Finsler geometry is presented.
We use the method to generalize several results that involve only metric conditions. Between
them we show that the topology induced by the Finsler structure is equivalent to the manifold
topology, we provide a new proof of the Hopf-Rinow theorem in Finsler geometry and we prove
the existence of the center of mass of a convex body when the non-symmetric distance function
comes from a non-reversible Finsler function.
1 Introduction
In reference [1] important results and methods are translated from Riemannian to Finsler geometry.
However, there are several points that remain unclear: why are the proofs of analogous results
similar in Riemannian and Finsler geometry? Are all the Riemannian results valid also in the
Finslerian generalization? If not, which results are suitable to be generalized from Riemannian
geometry to Finsler geometry?
On the other hand it was introduced in ref. [2] the construction of a natural Riemannian metric
in terms of the initial Finsler structure and its associated non-linear connection, in particular the
one used by Chern and co-workers. The construction is an average operation performed on the
fibers of some fiber bundles. This operation involves information lost and more than one Finsler
structure has the same averaged Riemannian structure.
The procedure that we present to generalize results from Riemannian to Finsler Geometry is
based on the existence of properties and notions which are independent of the “details” of the
Finsler structure, depending only on the Riemannian “skeleton”.
The notation used in this note is adapted from references [1]-[3]. Let (x,U) be a local coordinate
system over the point x ∈M, where x ∈ U have local coordinates (x1, ..., xn), U ⊂M is an open set
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and TM is the tangent bundle manifold. We use Einstein’s convention for equal repeated indices if
the contrary is not stated. A tangent vector at the point x ∈M is denoted by yi ∂
∂xi
∈ TxM, y
i ∈ R
and X ∈ ΓTM is a smooth vector section of the tangent bundle. We identify the point x with its
coordinates (x1, ..., xn) and the tangent vector y ∈ TxM at x with its components y = (y
1, ..., yn).
Therefore each local coordinate system (x,U) of M induces a local coordinate system on TM
denoted by (x, y,U) such that y = yi ∂
∂xi
∈ TxM has local coordinates (x
1, ..., xn, y1, ..., yn). The
split tangent bundle is N := TM \ {0}.
Definition 1.1 A Finsler structure F on the manifold M is a non-negative, real function
F : TM −→ [0,∞[
(x, y) −→ F (x, y).
such that
1. It is smooth in the split tangent bundle N.
2. Positive homogeneity holds: F (x, λy) = λF (x, y) for every λ > 0.
3. Strong convexity holds: the Hessian matrix
gij(x, y) :=
1
2
∂2F 2(x, y)
∂yi∂yj
(1.1)
is positive definite in N.
The matrix gij(x, y) is the matrix-components of the fundamental tensor g.
Definition 1.2 Let (M, F ) be a Finsler structure and (x, y,U) a local coordinate system induced
on TM from (x,U). The Cartan tensor components are defined by the set of functions
Aijk =
F
2
∂gij
∂yk
, i, j, k = 1, ..., n. (1.2)
These are homogeneous functions of degree zero in y. In the Riemannian case the components Aijk
are zero.
Definition 1.3 Let (M, F ) be a Finsler structure. The sub-manifold
Ix := {y ∈ TxM | F (x, y) = 1} ⊂ TxM
is the indicatrix over the point x ∈M.
The non-linear connection coefficients are defined by the formula
N
µ
ν
F
= γµνρ
yρ
F
−Aµνργ
ρ
rs
yr
F
ys
F
, µ, ν, ρ, r, s = 1, ..., n.
The coefficients γµνρ are the formal Levi-Civita connection. A
µ
νρ = gµlAlνρ and g
µlglν = δ
µ
ν . The
manifold π∗TM is a subset of the cartesian product TM × N. One has the pull-back bundle
π∗TM→ N given by the square
π2
π∗TM −→ TM
π1 ↓ ↓ π
N −→ M
π
2
Theorem 1.4 (Chern’s connection, [1], pg 38) Let (M, F ) be a Finsler structure. The pull-back
vector bundle π∗TM→ N admits a unique linear connection determined by the connection 1-forms
{ωij, i, j = 1, ..., n} such that the following structure equations hold:
1. Torsion free condition,
d(dxi)− dxj ∧ wij = 0, i, j = 1, ..., n. (1.3)
2. Almost g-compatibility condition,
dgij − gkjw
k
i − gikw
k
j = 2Aijk
δyk
F
, i, j, k = 1, ..., n. (1.4)
Let us denote the Riemannian metric gx(y) = g(x, y) in TxM \ {0} and let us consider the
metric g˜ on Ix induced from (TxM \ {0}, gx). The pair (Ix, g˜) is a Riemannian sub-manifold of
(TxM \ {0}, gx). This Riemannian structure has associated a volume form dvolg(y).This volume
form is used to perform the following integration,
Definition 1.5 Let (M, F ) be a Finsler structure. Let f ∈ F(Ix) be a real, smooth function defined
on the indicatrix Ix. Then we define the map
< · >: F(Ix) −→ R
f −→
1
volg(Ix)
∫
Ix
dvolg(y) f(x, y); (1.5)
the volume function is defined as
volg(Ix) =
∫
Ix
1 dvolg(y).
Definition 1.6 Let (M, F ) be a Finsler structure. Let us define the matrix coefficients
hij(x) :=< gij(x, y) >, ∀x ∈M. (1.6)
We recall from [2] the following
Proposition 1.7 Let (M, F ) be a Finsler structure. Then the coefficients hij(x), i, j = 1, ..., n are
the components of a Riemannian metric defined in M such that in a local coordinate system (x,U)
h(x) = hij dx
i ⊗ dxj . (1.7)
Definition 1.8 (M, gt) with gt = (1 − t)g + t < g > define an interpolating family of Finsler
structures. A property is convex invariant iff it holds ∀ (M, gt), t ∈ [0, 1].
A generalization of the above construction is based on the possibility to perform the integration on
a different compact sub-manifolds Σx than Ix. This obviously define different averaged procedure.
The corresponding volume form are also obtained from the isometric embedding of (Σx, g˜) →
(TxM, g).
2 Generalization of Metric Theorems from Riemannian Geometry
to Finsler Geometry
There are two metric distances that we can define:
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1. Riemannian metric distance
dh(p, q) := inf{
∫
γ
√
hij(γ(s))γ˙iγ˙jds, γ a rectificable path joining p and q}. (2.1)
2. Finslerian metric distance
dF (p, q) := inf{
∫
γ
√
gij(γ(s), γ˙(s))γ˙iγ˙jds, γ a rectificable path joining p and q}. (2.2)
In general the Finslerian distance metric dF is not symmetric and therefore not strictly a distance
function. However, we have that
Proposition 2.1 Let (M, F ) a Finsler structure and M connected. There is a special averaged
metric h such that for the relative distances functions dh and dF , the following relations hold:
1. For points p and q with bounded distance dF (p, q) it holds that:
dh(p, q) ≤ K(h, F, p, q)dF (p, q), (2.3)
2. For every points p, q ∈M.
dF (p, q) ≤ K¯(F, h)dh(p, q). (2.4)
Proof: The first statement is proved using the identification map:
Id : (M, dF ) −→ (M, dh)
x −→ x.
is Lipschitz, when restricted to compact subsets in the sense of the manifold topology. To show that
it is necessary to note that the average operation is continuous on the parameter t when we calculate
the corresponding Finsler functions Ft. Therefore, a bounded functional of Ft is also bounded. In
particular the distance functional dF between points p and q when the initial functional inf{
∫
Fh}
is bounded. This provides the first inequality.
The second statement is proved using a special averaged procedure. Consider a compact sub-
manifold Σp ⊂ TpM. We can parallel transport Σp using the Chern connection ([1, chapter 2])
acting on each element of Σp. The parallel transport is done through any horizontal lift in the
sense of the non-linear connection.
Σp −→ Σq
y −→ τc(y),
where c is a curve joining p and q and τc is the parallel transport operator. Then, we can define the
set of manifolds {Σq, q ∈M}. Each of these sub-manifolds is compact. Therefore, let us estimate
bounds for the distance associated with the averaged metric h using these manifolds:
dh(p, q) =
∫
γ
1
vol(Σγ(s))
∫
Σγ(s)
√
gij(γ(s), γ˙(s))γ˙iγ˙j dvolg(y) ds =
=
∫
γ
K(γ(s), χ(s))
√
gij(γ(s), χ(s))γ˙iγ˙jds =
= K(γ(s0), χ(s0))
∫
γ
√
gij(γ(s), χ(s))γ˙iγ˙jds =
≥ K(γ(s0), χ(s0))dF (p, q)
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for some function K(γ(s0), χ(s0)) that comes from the use of the average integral evaluation. The
function (γ(s0), χ(s0)) is defined by:
K(γ(s0), χ(s0)) =
√
gij(γ(s), γ˙(s))γ˙iγ˙j√
gij(γ(s), χ(s))γ˙iγ˙j
.
Since each of the manifolds Σp is compact, there are δ2 > δ1 > 0 such that
δ2 > K(γ(s0), χ(s0)) > δ1 > 0.
δi are finite because each of the manifolds Σp is compact, orientable and simply-connected. There-
fore it can be transformed in a Euclidean sphere Snx by a finite homotopy. Since we use a specific
set of sub-manifolds {Σx, x ∈ Σx} obtained by horizontal parallel transport from a Σp using the
Chern’s connection, the above bounds are universal for the manifold M. Therefore we get
dF (p, q) ≤ δ
−1(h, F )dh(p, q), ∀p, q ∈M.
for some finite δ−1. 2
A forward metric ball B+p (r) centered at p and with radii r is defined as the set
B+p (r) := {x ∈M : dF (p, x) < r} ⊂M.
In similar terms is defined forward metric spheres metrics
S+p (r) := {x ∈M : dF (p, x) = r} ⊂M.
Similarly one can define backward balls and spheres.
Proposition 2.2 Let (M, F ) be a Finsler structure and K ⊂M compact. Then, there is a positive
ǫ such that B+p (r) with p ∈ K and r < ǫ is strictly convex.
Proof: We prove the convex invariance of the property of strictly convex metric balls for the family
of Finslerian metrics determined by the fundamental tensors {gt, t ∈ [0, 1]}. Let us consider metric
forward spheres {S+p (t, s)}, where t is the interpolating parameter and s is the radius. The family
{gt} produces the homotopy between the Riemannian sphere and the metric sphere defined by the
initial Finsler structure gt. Then the metric forward ball is B
+
p (t, s) = ∪sS
+
p (t, s), 0 < s ≤ r}.
From this decomposition, it follows that any geodesic segment contained in the Riemannian ball is
transformed into a geodesic segment contained in the Finslerian ball and that this transformation
is a isometry. From this follows the convex invariance of convex balls, using the Riemannian result
([3, pg 230]). 2
This result is a generalization of the corresponding result of Whitehead in Riemannian geometry.
An important consequence is that the topology induced by the Finslerian metric is equivalent to
the topology of the manifold. Therefore, Riemannian results involving topological properties like
simply-connected, connected and compact are also true if they are exclusively defined in topological
terms.
Completeness is not an invariant topological property, as well as geodesic completeness. Therefore
we should consider more carefully the behavior of this property under convex invariance and in
particular the generalization of Hopf-Rinow theorem to Finsler geometry.
Definition 2.3 We have that,
1. A sequence {xk} is forward Cauchy iff ∀ǫ > 0 there is a natural number N such that ∀N ≤
i ≤ j, dF (xi, xj) < ǫ.
2. (M, F ) is forward geodesic complete iff the every forward Cauchy sequence is convergent.
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Similar notions apply for backward cauchy sequences. Forward completeness and backward com-
pleteness are not equivalent. An example of forward complete that is not backward complete is
given by the Finslerian Poincare disc ([1, section 12.6]).
Definition 2.4 We have that
1. Let ∇T˜ denote the covariant derivative of the Chern connection ([1, chapter 2]), T an unitary
tangent vector along the curve γ(s) ⊂ M and T˜ its horizontal lift in TN. This curve is a
parameterized geodesic when at any point x(t) of the curve γ(s) the following equation holds,
∇T˜π
∗T = 0, T =
dγ
dt
. (2.5)
The geodesic equation can be written in the form
d2γi
ds2
+ Γijk(x,
dγ
dt
)
dγj
ds
dγk
ds
= 0, i, j, k = 1, ..., n. (2.6)
We will parameterize a geodesic by the arc-length, starting from a given point.
2. (M, F ) is forward geodesic iff every geodesic of the Chern connection can be extended for
arbitrary large values of the parameter t.
Similar definition holds for backward geodesics completeness.
Proposition 2.5 We have that
1. Forward metric completeness is a convex invariant property.
2. Forward geodesic completeness is a convex invariant property.
Proof:
1. To prove that Cauchy conditions are equivalent both using dF or using dhwe use the inequal-
ities (2.3) and (2.4).
2. To proof the second part, again we use the inequalities (2.3) and (2.4); if dh(p, q) is infinite,
then dF (p, q) is also infinite and viceversa. This proves that one can extend forward any of
the above geodesics, provided that the other geodesic can also extended forward, using the
distance function from the origin of the geodesic as parameter. 2
In this way, forward completeness and back-ward completeness are not equivalent in the Finsler
setting. This is evident from the proof of the above proposition.
Corollary 2.6 ( A Hopf-Rinow’s Theorem for Finsler geometry) Let (M,F ) be a Finsler structure
and M connected. (M, dF ) is forward metric complete iff (M, F ) is forward geodesic complete.
Proof: Since metric completeness and forward geodesic completeness are convex invariant and
since both properties are equivalent in the Riemannian setting, they are equivalent in the Finsler
category. 2
An alternative proof of this result is contained in ref. [1, chapter 6].
Recall the notion of forward bounded subset ([1, chapter 6]): a sub-set K ⊂ M is forward
bounded if it is contained in a forward metric ball. From proposition 2.1 is trivial that the notion
of forward bounded is convex invariant. Therefore,
Corollary 2.7 Let (M, F ) be a Finsler structure such that (M, dF ) is forward metric complete
and M connected. Then every closed and forward bounded subset of M is compact.
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Proof: Since also the notion of compactness is convex invariant (being topological), we can trans-
late the theorem to the Riemannian setting, where it holds. 2
We define the diameter of the manifold M by
diamF (M) := sup{dF (p, q) | p, q ∈M}.
Corollary 2.8 A complete Finsler structure (M, F ) is compact iff diamF (M) <∞.
Proof: diamF (M) < ∞ is a convex invariant property, which follows again from proposition 2.1
The result follows from the equivalent Riemannian result ([3, chapter 6]. 2
We prove a generalized version of the de Rham’s theorem on reducibility of Riemannian structures
to Finsler Geometry. A Riemannian structure is said reducible (similar for locally reducible) when
the Riemannian metric is the product of metrics: (M, h) ∼ (M1 ×M2, h1 ×h2) and the norm of a
vector is given by ‖(y1, y2)‖h = ‖y1‖
2
h1
+ ‖y2‖
2
h2
. A similar notion can be defined in the Finslerian
category, but the Riemannian metrics hi, i = 1, 2 should be substituted by fundamental tensors
gi, i = 1, 2. Then the following result holds:
Corollary 2.9 (de Rham’s theorem on reducibility of Finsler structures) A forward complete Fins-
lerian manifold which is locally reducible and simply connected is a Finslerian product.
Proof: Completeness is a convex invariant property, as well as simply-connected property. We
show that reducibility, global and local, are also convex invariant properties. Let us denote by
g1 × g2 the total fundamental tensor in M1 ×M2 and by gt = (1− t)g + t < g > the interpolating
Finsler metric.
< g1 × g2 >=
∫
Ix
g1 × g2 =
∫
I˜1
g1 ×
∫
I˜2
g2.
The manifolds I˜1(x1) and I˜2(x2) are defined by
I˜1(x1) := {y ∈ Tx1M1 |F
2
1 (x1, y1)},
I˜2(x2) := {y ∈ Tx2M2 |F
2
2 (x2, y2) = 1− F
2
1 (x1, y1)}.
The points where F1 = 1 is a set of zero measure in Tx1M1 and F2 = 0 is also of measure zero in
Tx2M2. This fact and the positive scale invariance of the fundamental tensor implies
< gt1 × g
t
2 >=
∫
I1
|jac(φ˜1)|g
t
1 ×
∫
I2
|jac(φ˜2|)g
t
2. (2.7)
|jac(φ˜1)| and |jac(φ˜2)|2 are the jacobian functions from the change of labels produce by the trans-
formations I˜1(x1) −→ I1 and I˜2(x2) −→ I2 . From equation (2.7) we get for the Finslerian norm
from gt that F
2
t is of the form F˜
2
1t + F˜
2
2t with fundamental tensors |jac(φ˜1)|g
t
1 and |jac(φ˜2)|g
t
2
respectively. From here it follows the convex invariance of the reducibility property. The result
follows from de Rham’s theorem on reducibility of Riemannian structures([3,chapter 6]). 2
The last notion that we are analyzing concerns the centre of mass in Finsler Geometry. Let
us consider the right-center of mass of a compact, convex subset K ⊂ M defined as the point
minimizing the function:
CMr : K −→ R
p −→
∫
K
d2F (p, a) da.
da is a measure defined on K. A similar notion can be defined by the use of d2F (a, p),
CMl : K −→ R
7
p −→
∫
K
d2F (a, p) da.
Let us call this function CMl, the left function center of mass. The same construction can be done
for the interpolation metric gt. Additionally we can consider the symmetric function:
p −→
1
2
(
∫
K
d2t (p, a) da +
∫
K
d2t (a, p) da). (2.8)
From the definition of the interpolating metric gt, the above integral can be decomposed in a
Riemannian and non-Riemannian components, denoted by CM1 and δCM :
1
2
(CMr + CMl)(t) = CM1 + δCM, CM1(t) := t
∫
K
d2h(p, a) da,
δCM :=
1
2
(1− t)(
∫
K
d2t (p, a) da+
∫
K
d2t (a, p) da). (2.9)
¿From topology, it follows that ∂
∂xi
(12 (CMr + CMl)(t)) = 0 iff
∂
∂xi
CM1 = 0 because the number
of zeroes of a smooth vector field is homotopic invariant. However, by the Riemannian theorem of
Cartan ([3]) there are zeroes for the last gradient field. Therefore, we proved the following
Proposition 2.10 Let (M, F ) be a Finsler manifold and let K ⊂ M a compact sub-set. Then
there is a point p1 minimizing locally the function
1
2
(CMr +CMl)(t) : K −→ R
p −→
1
2
(
∫
K
d2t (p, a) da +
∫
K
d2t (a, p) da).
Proof: Because the above discussion, the existence of a minimum is reduced to the Riemannian
case, which holds under the conditions of the proposition ([3, pg 234]). 2
Similar ideas can be applied to the left and right components, giving ml(t) and mr(t). Consider
the transformation ϕt producing the evolution mr −→ mr(t) and ml −→ ml(t). Then p1, the
Riemannian mass center, is a fixed point and an attractor for mr(t) and ml(t). This construction
can have some implications in models of Deterministic Quantum Mechanics ([4]).
3 Conclusion
From the results obtained and the method used, it is clear how to generalize Riemannian results to
the Finsler results: convex invariance is the property that we have to check and one should write
the statement that we try to generalize in a convex-invariant way. If this is done, the statement is
true in the Finsler Category if it is true in the Riemannian Category.
In subsequent work we will deal with properties and statements that involve curvature and how
the convex invariance property is extended to deal with curvatures.
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